
ONE OF THE ISSUES RELATED TO THIS IS THE “INTERESTING” CASE AND THE “GREAT” CASE, MEASURES OF ENTHUSIASM, USUALLY BY HOUSE-OFFICERS AND FELLOWS, OCCASIONALLY STUDENTS OR YOUNG ATTENDINGS. “COME SEE THIS GREAT CASE.”

DURING MY RESIDENCY, MY MENTOR-IN-CHIEF, A DESERVEDLY FAMOUS NEUROLOGIST REMARKED, AFTER HEARING A RESIDENT SAY, “I’VE GOT A GREAT CASE TO TELL YOU ABOUT,” “WHEN A RESIDENT TELLS ME HE HAS A GREAT CASE, IT’S NEVER GOOD NEWS FOR THE PATIENT.” I CAN’T RECALL WHETHER I, TOO, TALKED ABOUT “GREAT CASES” OR NOT BEFORE THAT OBSERVATION, BUT I’VE TRIED TO DISTINGUISH “INTERESTING” CASES FROM “GREAT CASES,” AND, IN ALL CASES, DISTINGUISH THE PROBLEM FROM THE PATIENT. WE ALL LEARN EARLY ON THAT THE NICER THE PATIENT, THE WORSE THE DISORDER.

AN INTERESTING CASE IS JUST THAT, AN UNUSUAL PROBLEM, AN UNUSUAL COLLECTION OF PROBLEMS, A CHALLENGING DIAGNOSTIC OR TREATMENT PROBLEM, SOMETHING PERHAPS WE’VE NOT HEARD OF, OR SOMETHING WE HAVE HEARD OF BUT NEVER SEEN, OR SOMETHING WE “KNOW” THAT WE KNOW BUT THE TESTS PROVE US WRONG.

A “GREAT” CASE IS A CHALLENGING PROBLEM FROM WHICH THE PATIENT GETS BETTER AND THE DOCTOR LOOKS LIKE A GENIUS. AN INTERESTING CASE IS A RARE ENZYME-DEFICIENCY STATE, WHEREAS A GREAT CASE IS AN ENZYME-DEFICIENCY STATE IN WHICH WE CAN SUPPLY A REMEDY VIA A SPECIAL DIET OR SOME OTHER INTERVENTION.

MY GREATEST CASES INVOLVED SOLVING A PROBLEM OF PAROXYSMAL SPASMS OF ABNORMAL BEHAVIOR THAT LOOKED TO ALL THE WORLD LIKE INTOXICATION IN PEOPLE WHO DIDN’T DRINK OR USE DRUGS, BUT WHO HAD HAD A MYRIAD OF TESTS REPEATED AT A MYRIAD OF INSTITUTIONS, ALL OF WHICH WERE NORMAL. THE GREATNESS OF THE CASE LAY IN THE SIMPLICITY OF THE DIAGNOSTIC TOOL, AND THE OUTCOME. THESE PATIENTS HAD TO BE BROUGHT TO THE OFFICE DURING A SPELL AND HAD TO AGREE TO HAVE BLOOD AND URINE TESTS, WHICH PROVED THEY WERE, IN FACT, INTOXICATED, ALTHOUGH THEY DENIED IT. AFTER DETOX PROGRAMS THEY GOT THEIR LIVES BACK.

AN INTERESTING CASE WAS A MAN WHO HAD BEEN TO THE “WORLD’S GREATEST HOSPITAL” IN BOSTON WHERE THE EXPERT FAILED TO RECOGNIZE A SKIN PROBLEM, MOST LIKELY BECAUSE HE SAW THE PATIENT DURING THE WINTER AND I SAW HIM DURING THE SUMMER WHEN HE WAS WEARING SHORTS AND NOTICED A PECULIAR COLOR CHANGE IN THE LEGS. I CAN GUARANTEE THAT I WOULD NOT HAVE RAISED HIS TROUSER LEGS TO LOOK AT HIS CALVES HAD HE BEEN WEARING PANTS, AND MADE THE OBSERVATION PURELY BY CHANCE. NOW I RAISE THE TRouser legs to look for this discoloration when I’m stumped, but only because I would have missed the diagnosis in the last case.

I MISSED A CASE OF WILSON’S DISEASE ONCE. I THOUGHT THE PATIENT HAD A RATHER ROUTINE AND UNREMARKABLE DIAGNOSIS OF ESSENTIAL TREMOR, BUT SEVERAL MONTHS LATER HIS SECOND-OPINION NEUROLOGIST, A PROFESSIONAL FRIEND, CONTACTED ME TO LET ME KNOW ABOUT THE WILSON’S DIAGNOSIS. UNFORTUNATELY I NEVER RECEIVED HIS NOTE SO I DON’T KNOW IF HE ACTUALLY THOUGHT OF THAT DIAGNOSIS, OR SIMPLY RUNS LOTS OF TESTS ON ALL HIS TREMOR PATIENTS (SOMETHING I PITY MYSELF ON NOT DOING). SO, I DON’T KNOW IF HE WAS BRILLIANT, I WAS STUPID OR HE JUST ORDERS TOO MANY TESTS. CERTAINLY THIS WAS A “GREAT” FIND FOR THE PATIENT, SAVING HIM FURTHER GRIEF FROM LIVER OR BRAIN DETERIORATION, AND, THEREFORE A “GREAT” CASE.

WE NEED TO BE CAREFUL HOW WE CONVEY OUR ENTHUSIASM TO OUR PATIENT. WE NEED THEM TO UNDERSTAND THAT WE ARE INTERESTED IN THEM EVEN MORE THAN IN THEIR DISEASE, THAT WE SERVE THEM AND DO NOT SIMPLY GET OUR SATISFACTION FROM SOLVING DIFFICULT PROBLEMS TO BURNISH OUR REPUTATIONS.

– JOSEPH H. FRIEDMAN, MD
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